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anything wrong? If so, would you
like to correct the record now?

The media were very wrong during
this campaign to make this election
about race, making it Anglo versus
Latino. It was very wrong for them to
do that. Those kinds of comments and
analysis about this election were made
by most of the media.

It was Channel 4, Channel 7, the
Boston Globe, the Eagle-Tribune and
even the Herald. I think when it comes
down to it, people do not vote based
on your race, but based on who they
think is the best person for the job.
The Valley Patriot was the only paper
that did not make this campaign about
ethnicity. I appreciate that you, Hanna,
and the editors of your paper focused
on the issues, the candidates’
strengths and weaknesses, and what
was important to voters, instead of
taking the lazy road of whipping up
racial sentiments.

I think the rest of the media was really
off on that, but you know the media
are the media and they do what they
do. I just tried to run a clean campaign.

I can give you another example of
something the
media reported
that was really
unfair and
inaccurate. And
by the way,
they repeated
the inaccurate
i n f o rma t i o n
even after we
corrected them
and it was
never correctly
reported. And
that was the
way the Eagle-
T r i b u n e
reported on the
V e t e r a n s
M e m o r i a l
Stadium. They
reported that
we only spent
$300,000 on
fixing the
Stadium. That
was just wrong.
We spent over
$7 million on

that project with a lot of hard work
and effort, and yet, there was the
Eagle-Tribune saying it was only
$300,000 on more than one occasion.
They never did correct the record. So
that is one thing I would like to correct,
because people should know the truth.
They were very wrong on that.

Hanna: What changes are you
planning on making in City Hall?

Well, we are planning on putting
together a transition team, as I said,
and that team will be looking to make
big changes in City Hall like merging
some departments, changing some of
the appointments we have made to
some of the boards, filling open
positions, and moving some personnel
around. This will happen with a specific,
controlled outcome.

One thing I don’t want to do is make
any quick emotional decisions. I know
Tommy (Duggan) criticizes me for that
sometimes, but that is my style and I
think it is important to move slowly
sometimes.

Hanna: What did you think of
the newly elected Council?

I am very positive and excited about
the new Council as a whole, and I plan
on doing a better job with the Council
this coming year. I did a really bad job
over the last four years working with
the City Council and I am going to
make a big effort to correct that.
Everyone gets elected to help the city
and I know we all have different ideas,
but we have to work together if we
are going to help the people of this city.
So I am going to take full responsibility
for the poor relationship I have had
with the Council over the last term and
try my best to change that with the
new people coming in.

Hanna: I wanted to ask you, off
the record, what you thought of

the whole issue with Israel Reyes
and the way he lost?

Why is this off the record? Let’s do
everything on the record. You’ve been
good to me, Hanna; I will tell you
anything you want to know and I will
tell you on the record!

Hanna: (laughing) OK, on the
record!

An Exclusive Post-Election
Interview with Lawrence

Mayor Mike Sulivan

Hanna: Congratulations on
your win yesterday. How do you
feel now that it is all over?

I feel wonderful, especially here in
your kitchen the day after the election
being interviewed by you. Let me tell
you why: you were the only reporter
throughout this whole campaign who
treated me fairly. None of the other
reporters ever printed a fair report
except for you. That’s why I said last
night to your mom after I won that I
wanted to give you the exclusive post-
election interview. You know it goes
both ways - when a reporter is good
to a candidate, it is only right that the
candidate be good to the reporter.

Hanna: Why do you think the
voters picked you?

I think they picked me more
because of the progress that has
happened in the city rather than
because they liked me personally. I
have chosen not to criticize others and
run a positive campaign and I think
the voters responded to that. People
don’t want to hear the negative all the
time; they get that every day reading
the newspaper. I think the voters
wanted someone who could look at
the city from a positive point of view
and try to move the city forward, not
someone who can only see the bad.

Hanna: Were you surprised by
how much you won by?

I was confident going into the
election and I was very excited. But
no, I was not really surprised.

Hanna: What are the first things
you will do now that you have
been elected to a second term?

Today, the first thing I did was to
thank the people who voted by going
out at 6:30 this morning and holding
signs that said Thank You. I also
thanked all the people who ran for
office. I thanked all those who won
and the ones who didn’t. And I told

them that they need to be involved in
what is happening in the city even
when it is not an election, because that
is very important. One of the things I
am going to do is promise to treat the
next four years as a new
administration, not just as an
extension of my first term. I think that
is a big mistake elected officials make
when they get reelected. So, in the
next 45 days I am putting together a
transition team and we are going to
analyze what we did well in the last four
years and some of the things I didn’t
do well, and do what I can to change
them. There are going to be some big
changes in my second term.

Hanna: How do you feel about
Carlos Matos trying to stop the
election, and do you believe
Marcos Devers had anything to do
with it?

I don’t think it was good for the city.
I don’t think it was done the right way.
I think by going into Boston on Friday
at 5 o’clock when the election was
really two days away wasn’t the right
thing. It cost the city money as we had
to pay for attorneys. The judge
decided quickly on Monday that it had
no merit. Obviously, I didn’t agree with
Carlos’ thinking, though he wasn’t
alone when he did this - we all know
that. As far as Marcos Devers, I can’t
really say whether he was involved in
it. All I can say is that the people who
were involved in trying to stop the
election were members of his campaign
and people who had endorsed him, so
I can’t imagine he didn’t at least know
about it.

But the voters have decided. All of
the choices we make running for office
… you only know if it is a good or bad
choice based on the outcome of the
election. I think the record shows that
it was not a good choice made by Mr.
Matos and his group.

Hanna: How did the media cover
your campaign and did they get

Hanna, The Valley Patriot's ace reporter, was granted an

exclusive interview with Lawrence Mayor Mike Sullivan

the day after he won reelection.

Photo by Rachel

HANNA, AGE 11, Valley Patriot  Ace-Reporter

The three students from Our Lady of Good Counsel School were selected by the United
States People to People Forum to travel and explore our nations capitol, Washington, D.C.
The students were nominated by their history teacher, Mr. Phil Reuland, for their outstanding
contributions and love of history. (from left to right)  Ms. Maureen Cocchiaro, principal,  Kelsey
Rainville of grade 8, Mayor Michael Sullivan, Sarah Freidrich of grade 8, Michael Vitulli of
grade 7, and City Councilor Nicholas Kolofoles.
     Mayor Sullivan presented each student with a City Citation and spoke to the entire school
on their fellow students' accomplishments. City Councilor Nicholas Kolofoles presented each
student with a Proclamation from the City Council and encouraged these young minds to
reach for the stars and to be proud of their upcoming journey, and to have a great time.  Mayor
Sullivan is wearing the lucky "Wednesday tie" he gave to Hanna during her exclusive post -
election interview.
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Councilor Israel Reyes decided to
withdraw his name as a candidate,
even though he never removed it
from the ballot. But let me say this: as
a person I do not base my opinions
here on him as a person — this is not
about him personally — but, when I
look at people like Israel Reyes, I base
it on the Council and the way he voted
over the last two years against most
of my initiatives. So I think the voters
saw that, and on September 27th the
vote that he received made him realize
it was probably best to remove his
name from the running.

If you look at the councilors who are
not coming back, they are all
councilors who opposed our
administration and the initiatives we
tried to put forward. Carlos Matos,
Marcos Devers and Israel Reyes were
the ones who all voted “no” on the
majority of what I was trying to
accomplish.  I like them all as
individuals, but I am glad the voters
spoke on that issue.

Hanna: What do you think of
the new school committee?

I am looking forward to working with
them. As chairman of the school
board, I work together with them
taking votes. We have a lot of work
to do. We are building a new school.
We have to get the test scores up at
a faster rate. We have a lot of good
people. I am glad to see five new faces
and we are going to work for the best
interest of the students.

Hanna: How do you feel about
race (ethnicity) being brought
into the election?

Well, as I said earlier, the media were
wrong about that and particularly the
radio talk shows were wrong about
that. I feel good that the voters
yesterday proved them wrong. I know
Marcos brought it up after the primary,
but the Boston Globe flew someone in
from Washington and found out that
51 percent of the Latinos could vote
and had this earth shattering question:
how can I possibly win? But with that
attitude and with that ideology, they
would have to assume that Oki
(Robert Okeniewski, Devers’ campaign
manager) was going to vote for me.
In other words, they were assuming
the people who are Latino were all
going to vote for Marcos Devers and
all the white people were going to vote
for me. That seems a little racist, if you
ask me. I am especially proud that the
voters did not vote that way. They
voted based on whom they thought
was the best person, regardless of
race. And that is good news for the
city, because it proves we can work
together despite our differences, rather
than making our decisions based on
race.

I don’t think race should ever be
brought into an election the way it
has, and I am glad they were all proven
wrong.

Hanna: What about political
party being brought into the

race?

That is a great question. That’s ano-
ther issue that should never have been
brought into this race, but the other
candidate brought it in and it obviously
didn’t work for him. The people who
live in Lawrence don’t ask you what
party affiliation you are when they
want their streets cleaned. Party has

nothing to do with the mayor’s race
and that is why it is called a non-parti-
san race. People want city services
to be delivered and I don’t think they
care what party you are. I know Mr.
Devers brought in some party
Democrats from Boston, but the
voters in Lawrence saw through that.

Hanna: Do you have any
political goals beyond being
mayor?

Well, your mom is going to be my
campaign manager from now on
(laughing) and Tom is the brilliant
strategist of course. Whatever Tom
and your mom think I should do, I
am going to listen to them - they
haven’t been wrong yet.

But seriously, I am focusing on being
the mayor for the next four years and
if another opportunity comes along,
I will have to consult with your mom
and Tommy about that.

Hanna: When will the Veterans
Memorial Stadium be finished?

The stadium will be finished within
30 days. On December 1st they are
going to hand us the keys. So, let
me tell you what has been going on.
We are going to have a grand
opening next spring. By that time, the
landscaping will be done and the
veteran’s flags will be up. We are going
to have a huge, grand opening
ceremony once the weather gets nice
in the spring.

You know, we just put down the
field turf and it looks absolutely
beautiful. And I can tell you that this
is an exclusive because not one
newspaper has covered the field turf
yet. I know I saw something on The
Valley Patriot web site a few weeks
ago, but nobody else has even
mentioned it.

In fact, let me call my office and get
you a picture of the new turf. It looks
amazing and I am so happy that the
kids in Lawrence will have a first class
stadium to play on in the spring.

(See page 15 for a picture of the
stadium’s new field turf, courtesy

of the mayor’s office).

Hanna: Do you plan on staying
on as mayor of Lawrence for the
full four years?

I know there are rumors floating
around like four years ago, but I love
being mayor.

Hanna: Rumor has it that you

are on the short list to be the Lt.
Governor’s running mate next
year.

Well, you always have to consider
things like that and you never say
never. It’s like that with life too. You
always look at your opportunities. But

LLLLLawrence Maawrence Maawrence Maawrence Maawrence Mayyyyyor Mike Sullivanor Mike Sullivanor Mike Sullivanor Mike Sullivanor Mike Sullivan

"... (the) Eagle~Tribune reported ... that we only
spent $300,000 on fixing the Veterans Memorial
Stadium. That was just wrong. We spent over $7
million on that project with a lot of hard work and
effort, and yet there was The Eagle~Tribune
saying it was only $300,000. They did that on
more than one occasion. And they never did
correct the record. So that is one thing I would
like to correct, because people should know the
truth. They were very wrong on that."

I plan on being mayor for four years.
That is what I am elected for and I have
no intention on leaving the mayor’s
job before my term is up.

Hanna: What have you learned
after four years as mayor and a
very long campaign?

What I learned is that, when you be-
lieve in something, and you let the vo-
ters decide every four years, they will
tell you if you are doing a good job or
they want a change. What I thought
was that we got a lot done in four years
and there is still a lot of work that needs
to be done. We made a lot of good
moves and, yes, I’ve made a lot of bad
moves. But the people said they want
me to stay on the job and I think we
are on track.

I also learned that the mistakes made
in my administration are mine, and I
have to not only own up to that when
it happens, but then take steps to
correct those mistakes. I wished I had
done a better job of that in the last
four years. I am certainly going to look

Lawrence
at this as a learning experience and
make sure I take more responsibility,
as well as making sure that the
mistakes that are made are corrected.

Hanna: Is there anything I
didn’t ask that you would like to
address before we finish?

Well, I want to once again thank the
voters who participated in the election,
but also criticize those who didn’t vote.
There were a lot more people who
didn’t vote than who did. So we need
to do some things to make sure more
people vote. But you can’t force
people to do something they don’t
want to do. I think we can do a public
relations campaign in the future to
publicize the city elections.

By the way, I had five lucky ties that
I wore during the campaign. Back in
August I started wearing a different
American flag tie every day, through
yesterday. Those were my good luck
ties. And what I want to do, because
you were the first one who interviewed
me as a candidate for reelection and
you were the most fair of any reporter
who covered the election, I want to
give you my Wednesday tie.

And if you look at some of the
pictures that The Valley Patriot has
published throughout the campaign
and you see me wearing this Statue of
Liberty tie with the American flag, you
know that the picture was taken on a
Wednesday. I had a specific tie for each
day of the week and they brought me
good luck.

So now YOU have my good luck
Wednesday tie.
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(Expires January 31, 2006)

candidate. Police had to eject Mr. Rivera from the building.
Howard Tejeda, former candidate for mayor, said he was
asked to leave a polling precinct when he confronted a

poll worker whom he said was telling people who to
vote for.

Not a Woman?
By far, one of the dirtiest campaigns in

Lawrence was in District “F” (South Lawrence
East), where former councilor Marilda Gosselin and Jim
Stokes squared off for the fourth and final time. Three days
before the election, Stokes addressed a crowd during a
fundraising event for Nunzio DiMarca, declaring that
Marilda Gosselin is NOT a woman! He then launched into a
five-minute speech about how Gosselin was “a liar who
abuses her authority and is the most corrupt politician this
city has ever seen.” While I am no fan of Ms. Gosselin’s
bullying tactics, I can hardly agree that she is anywhere
near the top of the list of “most corrupt official” in recent
years. Perhaps Mr. Stokes should do some research about
the Dowling administration now that he has a little more
time on his hands.

Campaign Finances a Joke ... and, by

the way, Who Paid for Those Signs?
Several candidates for office in Lawrence did not file their

campaign finance reports as required by law. Among them
were: Nunzio DiMarca, Israel Reyes, Carlos Matos, Howard
Tejeda, Barbara Gonzalez, Jorge Gonzlez, Ruth Rojas, and
Martina Cruz.

But two candidates who did file their campaign reports
to the city clerk’s office omitted some important information.
Both District “E” candidates Dan Rooney (City
Council) and Peter Larocque (school committee)
had signs on people’s lawns throughout the
campaign, but neither of them declared who
donated the money to buy the signs,
where they were purchased, or how much
they cost. According to state law, all
candidates must file a campaign finance

Rates at 5.75%
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*Some Restrictions Apply
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Ryan's Fall from Grace
Poor Bill Ryan from Haverhill. Ryan, who was

reelected two years ago placing second
in his bid for the Haverhill City Council.
But, this year he did not fare so well,
dropping to eighth place in last month’s
City Council election. (The top nine are
elected) Some are speculating that Ryan

is ripe for defeat in two years and word
is already spreading in political circles

that candidates are gearing up to run an anti-Ryan campaign.
Ryan is well known in state political circles as a rhino
Republican state committeeman who routinely showcases
lawn signs for Democrats, angering many in the party. But
now it seems that he has angered many Democrats as well,
begging the question, is this Ryan’s last hurrah?

A Short Memory
Current Lawrence City Council president,

Patrick Blanchette, may have a mutiny on
his hands though he says he is pretty
confident that he will have the votes to
retain his seat. But, some newly elected
councilors have privately expressed
reservations about Blanchette becoming council president
again in January. One of those reservations has to do with
the way Blanchette publicly forced city councilor Nilka
Alvarez Rodriguez to resign last year after she was forced
to move out of her district. Another councilor-to-be is upset
because of Blanchette's wishy- washy handling of the
problems in the election department. Other councilors are
hesitant to support him because; even though Nunzio
DiMarca was the deciding vote which gave him the council
presidency four years ago, Blanchette was the deciding
vote to give Barbara Gonzalez the vacated seat of Nilka
Alvarez-Rodriguez over Nunzio DiMarca. By the way, newly
elected District "C" Councilor Jorge Gonzalez was also up
for that seat. In the end, Blanchette may be able to smooth
over all these issues with his new colleagues, but we will
have to see come January 3rd when the new council is
sworn in and president and vice president are picked.

A New Warden

Lawrence School Committeeman Amy McGovern
was in a tithter on election day when she found out
that former rival Mark Gray was the new warden
at the South Congregational Church on South
Broadway. Gray was defeated by McGovern and
Larocque in the primary after running a hard
campaign calling for the firing of Superintendent
Wilfedo Laboy. Since McGovern and Gray have a basic
agreement about the superintendent’s performance, and
Peter Larocque ran a campaign more favorable to the
superintendent, we are still a little puzzled as to what the
fuss was all about.

Do As I Say!
Listeners to the local Spanish language radio station

routinely hear my good friend Milagros Dominguez railing
against people who do not vote, and extolling the virtues
of taking part in the most sacred symbol of democracy. But
The Valley Patriot has learned that Milagros (who loves me
for sure) is not a voter in the city of Lawrence. WHY? Well,
according to Milagros (which means "miracle" in
Spanish), she is not a United States citizen. So
my only question is ... why not? If the United
States is good enough to live in and make a
living in, and you are going to take
advantage of your right to criticize our
elected officials and the political process,
don’t you think it is time she became a
citizen? Either that, or maybe she should
just keep her non-citizen opinions to herself about our
American elections. By the way, I love you Milagros!

Warden Ejected
While there were very few problems with voters being

“disenfranchised” or intimidated at the polls in Lawrence
on Election Day, at least two precincts (out of 24) reported
a problem that resulted in police intervention. Mike Rivera,
the warden at the Lawlor School voting precinct, reportedly
confronted a voter and asked him to vote for a particular
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own spending. The answer is not raising taxes and fees or
getting more state money, it is controlling spending.”
Xenakis then made a grim forecast, “We are on a collision
course for disaster.”

Bob Andrew for Council President in

Methuen
Who will be the next council president in Methuen? Six

of the nine recently elected councilors have previously
served on the council and word is that they all want to be
president. If they all vote for themselves, that leaves only
three votes up for grabs, or a maximum of four votes to any
one candidate (it takes five votes to be president). Maybe
the council presidency should go to one of the two top
vote getters. Some insiders say Jack Cronin should get the
job as a bonus for what happened between Bob LeBlanc
and him years ago.

...Or maybe it should just go to Bob Andrew.

Women will now Control the School

Committee
It has been a while since women outnumbered men on

the Lawrence school committee, but last month’s district
school committee elections have put women squarely in
charge once again. The committee went from two women
(Amy McGovern and Nancy Kennedy) to
four women (we don’t count Laura
Vanderveer since she never showed up for
meetings anyway).

The new female committee members
are: Omaira Mejia, Amy McGovern,
Martina Cruz, and Patricia Sanchez.
Now I have a real reason to attend
every single school committee
meeting in Lawrence, as opposed to
the Methuen school committee,
which has only one woman (Martha
Welch) out of nine members, and North
Andover, which has no women on the
board. Normally I end up arriving a little
late to these meetings, but now I will be making a special
effort to be early at every meeting and, most likely, will be
the last one to leave when the meeting is over. Let’s hope
Billy Maloney doesn’t ban cameras from school committee
meetings.

With Friends Like That...
As gleeful as I was to see every single one of Willie

Lantigua’s hand-picked candidates for City Council lose
on Election Day, I actually felt bad for Councilor Michael
Fielding. Unlike the rest of the Lantiguanistas, Fielding was
no puppet and was actually a pretty decent councilor (with
the exception of voting to fire Roger Twomey). Fielding
was the unwitting victim of one of Lantigua’s last minute
campaign brainstorms. A few days before the election,
campaign fliers went out to voters asking them to vote for
both Fielding (who placed second in the primary) and Israel
Reyes, who came in fifth and then dropped out of the race.
Willie’s strategy backfired and cost Fielding the election.
As a side note, we want to apologize to Councilor Fielding
again for inadvertently leaving his name off the sample
ballots in our special election edition. If it had been done
on purpose, I would declare it proudly, but the fact is that it
was an oversight.

Candidates Lining Up Against

Lantigua
Speaking of Willie Lantigua ... talk about a man walking

around with a bulls eye on his back! At least seven local
politicos have said they intend to run against him after
seeing how weak his political capital was with the voters
last month when his candidates got trounced at the polls.
One name I was pretty excited to hear about was Jose
Alfonso Garcia.

Corrections & Apologies
Last month we reported that the North Reading bus

company employed by the Lawrenceschool department
was being managed by Kevin
Clement’s son. Clement is the
transportation director for the
Lawrence public schools. Come to
find out that he is only a dispatcher
at the company and we want to
correct the record.

Also, after looking at the bus contract I
learned that the company is not in violation
of their contract by using small vans to
transport students, and there is a
provision that allows for a gas price
increase.

Detective Soucy objected to this photo
being taken of Lawrence voters casting their
ballots at The Adalaente Youth Center in
District "C" during the primary. We were more
than satisfied by the professional response
we received from his captain that afternoon
and had considered the matter closed until
city clerk Bill Maloney issued the "no pictures"
order in the final election and blamed it on
our reporter.

Lawrence
report listing all donations, expenses and even what is called
in-kind donations. An in-kind donation must be listed on a
campaign finance report, for example, when a candidate
has a fundraiser and someone donates free coffee, or
material for posters that the candidate doesn’t actually pay
for. The dollar amount of the items donated must be listed
on the report. But you see, this is Lawrence, and for years
candidates have routinely turned in their reports late, not
turned them in at all or turned in inaccurate reports, and
nobody has ever been fined or punished for it. So, as long
as there is no enforcement of campaign finance laws in
Lawrence, candidates will continue to break the rules with
impunity.

Who’s the Renegade?
City Clerk Billy Maloney issued an order on Election Day

that reporters were not allowed to take pictures inside the
polling precincts.

According to the Secretary of State’s office, he has every
right to do so if someone is disrupting the
voting process.

But Mr. Maloney told the Eagle~Tribune
that his order was the result of a “renegade

reporter” on primary day “who was
disrupting the polls and bothering
voters.”

The incident Maloney was
referring to took place on primary
day at the Adalante Youth Center

on Hampshire Street. But it was not the reporter who was
disrupting voters; it was Lawrence Police Detective Soucy.

You see, when The Valley Patriot photographer snapped
one picture of the back of voters casting their ballots,
Detective Soucy immediately ordered the photographer to
stop, claiming that “in my 20 years at this polling place,
pictures have never been allowed.”

The detective then ordered the reporter to leave and when
that reporter tried to explain that the Eagle~Tribune routinely
shows pictures inside polling locations at election time,
Detective Soucy became belligerent, using foul language,
a not-so-veiled threat of arrest, and caused a scene that
even embarrassed City Councilor Barbara Gonzalez who
witnessed his disgraceful behavior.

Of course, we placed a call to the Lawrence police and
spoke to Soucy’s captain that afternoon who apologized
and even offered to personally escort our reporter back to
the polling location to get the pictures he needed for the
story. But all we wanted was one picture and we already
had that, so as far as we were concerned the matter was
closed.

We didn’t take a picture of voters’ faces. We didn’t take
a close up shot of anyone’s ballot. We didn’t disrupt the
voting process in any way. The only disruption that
occurred was when detective Soucy became loud and
then came nose to nose with our reporter, violating
his personal space to declare that “pictures have
never been allowed inside the polling precinct.”

 So I am a little confused as to why City
Clerk Bill Maloney made the decision he

did or why he chose to lie to the press about it. Whatever
the reason, polling precincts are public places and nobody
should be prohibited from taking pictures there unless they
are purposely trying to get pictures of what voters are doing
with their ballots.

And by the way, if Mr. Maloney (whom we lobbied
hard for to get the city clerk’s job) paid more attention
to keeping his office open during the required City
Hall hours and reining in renegade election workers
instead of reporters taking pictures, the public would
be much better served.

Show Me the Money
North Andover Selectman Don Stewart is up

for reelection this spring and knows he is in
for a fight. Apparently, the North Andover
Democrat Town Committee is putting up
someone to run against him, even though
Stewart is a member of that committee.
This time, he says he is taking no chances
and for the first time in fifteen years
he will be accepting campaign
contributions and running
fundraisers. Insiders say that North Andover Police Officer
Danny Lanen plans on running again and has the support
of many Republicans in town. Lanen supporters are hoping
to knock off tax and spend liberal Mark Caggiano, who is
also up for reelection. So, it looks like a dogfight in March
for the two open selectman seats.

Pizza on the House

Sal’s Pizza (not an advertiser in The Valley Patriot) was
very gracious to area veterans on Veterans Day by
providing free pizza at the North Andover VFW Hall
to all vets and parade participants. The Valley Patriot
would like to thank Sal Lupoli for recognizing the
veterans who fought for this country.

A collision course with disaster!”

North Andover Selectman Jim Xenakis told the
Board of Selectman last
month that because of the
way the town negotiates
labor contracts: “We are
going to need an override
every year for the next three
years ... and even with that,
we will still have to cut
services.” Xenakis sparred
with fellow board members
and finance committee
member Paul Stewart, who
has been positioning the
budget for an override each
of the last two years and
wants to raise taxes and fees.
Xenakis said he wants to put
a hold on all raises and
contracts. He also said that
the state does not need to
give North Andover more
money to solve the problem,
as some have suggested.
”For God’s sake, what we
need to be telling our state
legislators is that we have
to be able to control our own
costs. We don’t even have
the ability to control our

My name is NEWMAN, and I have been
missing since about October 13th from James
St. by Jacques pond in the Mt. Vernon section

of Law-rence. I weigh

about 10lbs, one of
my eyes is a little
cloudy. I am 10 yrs
old. If you see me, or

have found me
please call Deborah
at  978-686-3350 or
978-697-1558.

LOST CAT

IN LAWRENCE
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because nobody wants to see his or her
neighborhood go to hell, plain and simple.

But if you try to question the long term
effects of these poverty programs on a city
like Lawrence, you will either be called a
racist, a hate monger or you will be lectured
about how insensitive you are to the plight
of poor people. You will be told heart-
breaking stories of children with no arms
and no feet who have to eat cockroaches
off the floor of a burned-out building just to
survive (and of course, it is all your fault).

What they will not tell you is how much
money they are making as the heads of a
non profit. What they will not tell you is
that Lawrence is more than three times over
the state-mandated percentage of low
income housing. What they will not tell you
is that Lawrence does NOT have a low
income housing crisis.

Just look at what is about to happen on
Myrtle Court where Lazarus House is trying
to build what they are laughingly calling
“transitional housing” for people with AIDS.
The rhetoric is beyond hysterical!
According to literature put out by Lazarus
House and Project Hope (ooooh that makes
you feel good, doesn’t it?), the city of
Lawrence has set 2012 as the year by which
chronic homelessness will no longer exist
in the city.

Simply put, give them more money and
grant them special exemptions to local
zoning and planning regulations and
“viola!” - homelessness will be completely
eradicated in seven years. Can anyone with
a single brain cell truly argue that building
an AIDS house on Myrtle Court will actually
result in the total elimination of
homelessness in Lawrence?

What’s more, the proposed project will
cost $560,000 each year to operate. Bridget
Shaheen, Executive Director of Lazarus
House, Inc., told the Zoning Board last
August that the 20 housing units will have
a “significant educational component for
persons who have successfully completed
the Shelter Program at Lazarus House.” Parti-
cipants will be immersed in mandatory, com-
prehensive educational programs designed
to teach them job training and job hunting
skills, budgeting and planning, nutrition,
parenting, and other life skills to prepare
them for re-integration into the larger
community.

Who do you think is gong to pay for that?
And, in the meantime, what will these people
with no life skills be doing to the
neighborhood around Myrtle Court? You
can bet that children will be finding more
dirty needles in their parks, crime will
dramatically increase, drug traffic will spill
over to other neighborhoods and the hard-
working taxpayers will pay more for a lower
quality of life.

Can anyone say that the neighborhoods
of Lawrence are safer or better off since the
state, federal government and so-called non
profits have had their way? Has the metha-
done clinic on Canal Street decreased the
drug traffic on Broadway? Have the dozens
of half-way houses scattered throughout
the city made Lawrence any more safe?

If there is any one place in Massachusetts
that doesn’t need more “affordable” or “low
income” housing, it is the city of Lawrence.
And there is something else we need less of
in Lawrence: poverty pimps who get rich on
the good intentions and personal
misfortunes of the people who are already
struggling to get by every day.

Reporters Forming Union at
The Eagle~Tribune

LAWRENCE

with Tom Duggan
prestando attencione!

Paying Attention!

What Lawrence Doesn't NeedAccording to the petition filed, a
“substantial number of employees wish to
be represented for the purpose of collective
bargaining by the Guild.”

If successful, The Eagle~Tribune
reporters will become members of the
“Communications Workers of America.”
The petition to unionize was filed on October
31, 2005 after the Eagle~Tribune refused to
recognize the Newspaper Guild as a
collective bargaining representative.

The case before the Labor Relations
Board is being expedited as a
“Representative Case,” a process that puts
the matter on a fast track for resolution.  The
hearing began Thursday, November 10th,
and will continue on November 14th.

(Visit www.valleypatriot.com for updates
after that date.)

The hearing is public and takes place at
the National Labor Relations Board, 10
Causeway Street in Boston (Tipp O’Neill
Building).

At the previous hearing, new publisher
Richard Franks testified, and the Executive
Editor of News, Karen Andreas, is expected
to testify on the 14th.

According to Thomas Thibeault,
organizer for the Newspaper Guild, The
Eagle~Tribune is contesting the petition to
unionize by their employees, stating that it
is improper to just unionize the “Editorial
Unit” of the newspaper.

The process began when Tribune
employees came to the Guild inquiring to
secure their rights and benefits for the
future.

In a letter addressed to Ann Marie Borgesi
at The Eagle~Tribune, Rosemary Pye,
Regional Director of the National Labor
Relations Board, said elections will be
conducted not more than 42 days after the
filing of the petition.

Thibault is optimistic that the petition will
be approved, but there is always an appeal
process to the National Board in
Washington, D.C.

The Editorial Unit involved in the petition
for unionization consists of only employees
at The Eagle~Tribune Publishing Co. in
North Andover, Haverhill and New
Hampshire.

The Newspaper Guild needs the support
of about 70 percent of that particular unit to

file a petition for union representation.
According to Thibeault, the number
required under the existing “unit” is about
80-85 employees.

But The Eagle~Tribune contends that the
number of employees needed to file for a
union should not be based on the 80-85
employees who work directly for The
Eagle~Tribune (70 percent of the
Eagle~Tribune workforce).

Instead, they contend, the number of
employees needed to form the union should
be based on 70 percent of the total workforce
of all Eagle~Tribune owned newspapers,
such as The Andover Townsman, The Salem
News, The Gloucester Daily Times and The
Daily News in Newburyport.

Thibeault said he believes that there are
about nine other papers, which amounts to
380 employees needed to form a union.

One reporter who asked to remain
anonymous said that the Tribune brass was
“foolish” to make that argument. “When this
is over, they will end up with unions at every
paper owned by The Eagle~Tribune instead
of just the core employees here in North
Andover. All I care about is job security,
and being run by an out-of-state
corporation doesn’t make any of us feel very
secure.”

Newspaper Guild spokesman Thibault
told The Valley Patriot that The
Eagle~Tribune is trying to slow down the
process, but agrees that its strategy could
backfire and that, if needed, the Guild will
obtain the support of the 380 employees and
unionize all Eagle~Tribune owned
newspapers.

“This could certainly backfire on them,”
Thibault said, “then all Tribune employees
could become unionized.” Thibault said
he would be happy to unionize all of the
employees and says “the more the
merrier.”

  The Rogers family had owned the
newspaper since 1898. In 2002, the
Eagle~Tribune acquired other daily papers,
including The Salem News, The Gloucester
Daily Times and The Daily News in
Newburyport.

FROM PAGE 1

Paula Porten is an attorney and
former member of the North Andover
Finance Committee. If you have a
news tip or any additional
information about this story, please
email her at plporten@comcast.net

Affordable Legal
Services

Reasonable Rates - Call for an Appointment
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Law

Personal Injury and
Health Care Proxies

(978) 794-7930
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Attorney Robert Thomas
401 Andover St.

North Andover, MA 01845

Tru
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With 70,000 plus people crammed into six
square miles, Lawrence has been a very
attractive (and profitable) place for poverty
pimps to ply their trade: mainly, strong-
arming local officials to give them
government money for their so-called non
profit organizations.

Of course, these poverty pimps pretend
that their goal is a noble one. They talk of
the critical need to help poor people and
provide housing for those less fortunate.
But if you take a look at who these
individuals are, and more importantly where
they live, it becomes crystal clear that their
aim is to help themselves and their
organizations inflate their budgets while
very few poor people ever get the help they
really need.

Dollar for dollar, the money spent on
poverty programs and low income housing
in Lawrence over the last fifteen years could
have fed, housed and clothed every man
woman and child in the city.

But the goal of the poverty pimp is not to
eradicate poverty, it is to take advantage
and make money on it. The goal is to drain
the number of poor people from the suburbs
(where most of them live) into cities like
Lawrence, Lowell and Haverhill.

You almost never see the heads of
organizations like Community Works or
Lazarus House fighting for a homeless
shelter for people with HIV/AIDS in
Andover, Derry-New Hampshire or Boxford.
You almost never hear of these so-called
non profits trying to build massive low
income housing units, methadone clinics,
half-way houses or drug assistance
programs in their own lily-white home towns.

The reason for this, they say, is because
Lawrence is where the need is. But why is
the need so great in Lawrence? After
evaluating years of poverty programs being
dumped into Lawrence, the answer is clear:
people who are “low income” (code for
people with no money and no job), people
with drug problems, people with
psychological problems and those who
simply want a free ride, will always go where
the services are located.

What has happened here is the creation
of a perpetual cycle of poverty. The more
poor people who are crammed into one
location, the greater the need for poverty
programs in that location. The greater the
need, the more programs that are needed.
And who provides the additional services
for this increasing need? Why, the poverty
pimps, of course. It’s quite a racket.

Poverty and homelessness in a city like
Lawrence are never reduced, much less
eradicated.

The attraction of more “low income”
people means an influx of children to an
already overcrowded school system. More
“low income” people means a bigger drain
on the city budget, more need for drug and
alcohol assistance, welfare, government-
funded heating assistance, and let’s call it
like it is, more crime. This leads to the
devaluation of your neighborhoods.

That’s why people in Andover and North
Andover fight so hard to keep out 40B
construction projects (the state law that
allows developers to build low income
housing without approval by local zoning
and planning boards). It isn’t because of
racism or snobbery (40B has been called the
anti-snob law by poverty pimps); it’s
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Mayor Michael
J. Sullivan

To the Voters

of Lawrence...

LOTTERY

FAMILY OWNED & OPERATED SINCE 1978

TOWER HILL VARIETY & SUBS
101 Ames Street  •  Lawrence, MA  •  978-682-7222

HOURS: Monday - Friday 8am-7pm
WE ACCEPT MASTER CARD & VISA

PARTY PLATTERS

SUPER SUBS
MEATBALLS

SAUSAGE pep/onions
CHICKEN WINGS

BAKED ZITI
HOMEMADE POTATO SALAD
and much...much...more.....

NOT TO MENTION......OUR FAMOUS SUBS
old fashion chicken barbs, homemade meatballs,
steak & cheese, italian sausage, buffalo chicken,
bbq roast beef, italian, homemade chicken salad,

chicken cutlet, burgers, chicken ranch melt,
 shredded chicken bomb, and much...much...more...

COLD CUT
PLATTERS

SUB
PLATTERS

FRESH MADE
SALADS

MADE FRESH DAILY
FOR ONE, OR TRAYS

FOR PARTIES

GARDEN, CHEF
BUFFALO CHICKEN

TUNA, WHITE CHICKEN
FETA CHEESE

TURKEY BREAST
INCLUDES PITA BREAD

MONDAYS - PASTRAMI

TUESDAYS - FREE SODA WITH EVERY SUB

WEDNESDAYS - HOMEMADE CUTLETS

THURSDAYS - HOMEMADE LASAGNA (3 CHEESE/ 2 MEATS)

FRIDAYS - EGGPLANT

Armandos

ITALIAN SLUSH AVAILABLE

We're located down the hill from Lawrence's Historic Reservoir Tower

OLD FASHIONED HOMEMADE COOKING

Pat Blanchette Grisel Silva Jorge Gonzalez Nick Kolofoles Gil Frechette Marie Gosselin

District "A" District "B" District "C" District "D" District "E" District "F"

Nunzio DiMarca Nilka Alvarez Joe Parolisi

District "A" District "B" District "C" District "D" District "E" District "F"

SCHOOL COMMITTEE

Michael J.
Sullivan

Mayor

978-794-5858

978-686-7377 978-360-9234 978-335-3526 978-683-3705 978-682-7917 978-683-4792

978-975-8025 978-681-8042 978-258-0139 978-689-3327 978-682-0627 978-423-4120

Jim Vittorioso Martina Cruz Patricia Sanchez Omaira Mejia Amy McGovern Greg Morris

978-683-0780 978-681-0662 978-681-0902

Councilors At-Large

Lawrence

Thank
you for
reelecting
me to the
Mayor's
Office &
having
the confidence in me tothe confidence in me to
lead Lawrence for the
next four years!

paid for by the committee to elect Mike Sullivan


